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Foreword

This procedure explains how to install a control system (CBW Controller - FBS) for a
EcoDrive FBS systems (Fast Build System). It describes the installation of the electrical
equipment used to control the hook lift and is not for use with any other products.

For information regarding the mechanical installation of a EcoDrive FBS system, refer to
the relevant documentation also sent with the FBS.

After receiving the CBW Controller - FBS, ensure that it is complete and free from dam-
age. If it is not, contact JOAB, your dealer, or other supplier.

It is strongly advised to fully read and adhere to the information in this instruction and the
instruction for the mechanical installation, before starting installation of the FBS. This
will ensure that the whole installation of the FBS is carried out in the right sequence of
events.

The specifications, constructions, and illustrations found in this procedure are not bind-
ing. JOAB AB retains the right to make changes without prior notice.

For all control system's sold in Sweden, the general delivery regulations apply.

JOAB takes no responsibility for consequences that occur due to work carried out by
non-professionals.

© JOAB AB
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Introduction

EcoDrive's control system consists of a number of modules (PLCs), a main-valve-block,
and a control unit. Together these control the functions and operation of the hook lift.

All modules are connected via a CANBUS system. This ensures that the control system
is free from interference and easily installed. The use of CAN controllers eliminates the
need for complicated wiring. Additional options can simply be added to the system, as
desired.

Control System Overview
EcoDrive's standard system consists of the following components, discussed below:

1. Master module (node 101)

2. Slave module (node 102)

3. Cabin module

4. CBW controller

5. Main-valve-block

Master module – this is installed next to the main-
valve-block and controls the hook lift's main func-
tions as well as controlling equipment logic’s. It
also allows for a few input/output signals.

Slave module – this is installed at the rear of the
hook lift and acts as an input/output module. It
receives data from the Master module and controls
the signaling to the rear mounted valves and light-
ing. It also transmits data to the Master module that
it receives from sensors on the hook lift.

Cabin module – this is located inside the cabin
and acts as an input/output module. It processes
signals received from the truck and forwards them
to the Master module. It is also used to control
cabin mounted equipment, and in some cases,
electrical trailer functions.

Main-valve-block – this controls the flow of
hydraulic fluid to the cylinders. It is partially con-
trolled by the electronics. The main-valve-block does not require protection from the
environment as it is IP67 classified, if installed correctly. It is normally installed on the
bulkhead of the hook lift.
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CBW controller – this is located inside the cab
and acts as the driver's interface and operating
unit for the hook lift.

Normally, it is mounted onto the driver's A-post
using the mounting bracket (4). The screen can
be tilted using the locking nut (5).

The user interface (2) is used to setup and con-
trol most functions. It is also used to access dia-
gnostic information and the hook lift's fail-safe
mode.

For further inform information regarding the oper-
ation of the CBW controller refer to operator
manual.

The control-stick (3) is used to operate the main functions of the hook lift, such as tip-
ping, shunting, etc.

The CBW controller also has an emergency stop button (1) that allows the driver to
quickly stop all functions of the hook lift in an emergency.

Optional Functions
Optional functions can be factory fitted or installed at a later date. Depending on what
function and where on the truck the function would operate, one or more extra modules
can be equipped. The modular approach of the control system provides a lot of flex-
ibility.

The CANBUS ID of all modules, except for the master module, is displayed in the mod-
ule's LED display. Optional modules are referred to as node X, where X represents a
number from 105 – 110.

The ID of a node can easily be changed. This is done by simply pressing the buttons on
the actual module in a certain sequence. Refer to the respective drawing for further
instructions.

Listed below are a number of the most common optional functions that can be added to
the EcoDrive control system:

1. Couplings for hydraulic flaps

2. Couplings for pneumatic flaps

3. Snow plough and salt systems

4. Lighting

5. Extendable underrun protection bars

6. Flatbed crane systems

7. Flatbed skip loader systems
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Shown opposite is an example of two extra mod-
ules that have been factory fitted for optional
functions.

View of a common read end, with the Slave mod-
ule controlling part of the DHS (Decentralized
Hydraulic System).

The air valve bridge, plugged from factory, is a
common extra option.

Remote control of the hook lift using a radio con-
troller is also offered as an extra option. This can
be factory-fitted or installed at a later stage.

Installation of a remote control system is very
simple. All hook lifts are delivered with the
necessary mounting points.

Connection is simply made with one M12-type
connector. This allows for quick and efficient
installation.

JOAB's Cloud Service
The hook lift is equipped with a modem, as
shown opposite. This is positioned on the bulk
head, above the main-valve-block.

The modem allows for remote assistance via the
GSM network. JOAB technicians can both install
system software updates and perform
troubleshooting, remotely.

It is strongly recommended to verify that it func-
tions correctly. To do this, power the system up
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and verify that the four LEDs on the front of it all illuminate green, indicating that a con-
nection has been made, and remote assistance can be performed.

If the connection is unsuccessful and assistance is required, it will have to be done loc-
ally with the use of an interface and laptop.
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Installation Components

The hook lift is delivered with most of the control system's components already installed
on the actual hook lift. Therefore there is limited work to be done on the hook lift. Most
work is performed inside the cabin and entails fitting the components listed below.

Required Components
The following table list the components that require installation, in relation to vehicle
manufacturer. These parts are supplied as standard and will be referred to within this
instruction.

Parts to Install Volvo* Scania Merc. DAF MAN

Cabin-wiring-harness 1018051 1018052 1018053 1018056 1018055

CBW controller 1019201 1019201 1019201 1019201 1019201

Body-wiring-harness 1016002 1016002 1018281 1018281 1018281

Table 1: Required Components

*Models FH4 and FM4 only.

Components for Optional Functions
The following table list the components that require installation, in relation to optional
features ordered, and vehicle manufacturer. These parts are only supplied if ordered -
they are not standard equipment.

Parts to Install Volvo Scania Merc. DAF/MAN

Trailer functions 1015509 1015509 1015509 1015509

Trailer work light
functions 1015890 1015888 1015890 1015890

Body-wiring-harness for extra
functions 1016002 1016003 1015771 1015771

Table 2: Components for Optional Functions
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Installation Procedure

Installation of the control system must be performed by professionals that are
competent in the installation of electrical systems for heavy vehicles. Failure
to do so can lead to serious damage or injury.

Install the Body-Wiring-Harness
The supplied body-wiring-harness must installed and connected to the vehicle as
described below. It must be installed before installing the hook lift onto the vehicle.

Volvo Vehicles – connect the body-wiring-har-
ness to connector BB1 on the vehicle's wiring
harness.

The BB1 connector is located on the right side
of the chassis, as shown opposite.

Scania Vehicles – connect the body-wiring-har-
ness to connector C487 on the vehicle's wiring
harness.

The C487 connector is located on top of the left
front wheel's mud guard, as shown opposite.

Mercedes, DAF, & MAN – route the body-wir-
ing-harness to the cabin in accordance with the
vehicle manufacturer's routing paths. Make sure
the end of the body-wiring-harness ends inside
the cabin, as it’s connector is not sealed and
must be protected from the environment. It will be connected to the cabin-wiring-har-
ness, when it is installed.

All Vehicle Manufacturers – make sure that the
body-wiring-harness is correctly routed from the
vehicle and that it will be possible to connect it
to the front of the hook lift, when it is installed.
The body-wiring-harness will be connected to
the factory fitted connector on the hook lift, that is
located next to the main-valve-block, as shown.

Install the hook lift onto the vehicle and then con-
nect the body-wiring-harness to the hook lift, as
discussed.
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NOTE:When installing the hook lift onto the vehicle's chassis make sure that the body-
wiring-harness is free and that it is not trapped by any components of the hook lift and its
moving components.

Connect the PTO
If a fixed displacement pump is used, the pump's bypass valve must be con-
nected to JOAB's factory fitted PTO connector that is labeled "PTO".

If a double pump is installed, such as a 35 L + 70 L pump, it must be con-
nected in accordance with the drawings provided by JOAB. The hook lift can
not be operated with only one of the hydraulic circuits. There is a dedicated
output pin in the control system for use with a double pump and its second by-
pass valve.

Route the PTO connector from the hook lift to
the hydraulic pump and connect it. The cable is
clearly labeled with the letters "PTO" printed on
the actual cable.

If a pump with variable displacement is installed
on the vehicle, this wire is normally plugged. As
an option, this contact can be supplied factory fit-
ted to a valve for load sensing functionality (vari-
able pump installations only).

Install the Cabin-Wiring-Harness
Fuses must be installed so that they can be
easily replaced without the need for tools.
Information regarding the hook lift's fuses and
their function must also be clearly attached to
the panel covering them.

A drawing for the cabin-wiring-harness is supplied with
the delivery of the CBW Controller - FBS. The drawing
number is the same as the actual cabin-wiring-harness.
Refer to this document for detailed information, if
required.

The cabin-wiring-harness, as shown (Scania version)
is clearly marked identifying the block connectors and
individual wires.

Yellow labels are placed on the block connectors stating there connection points.

Assembly Instruction: CBW Controller - FBS | 1019632 Edition 3 | 2020-11-17
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1. Normally there is a dedicated electrical central located inside the cab for use with
body building purposes. This is where the relay and cabin-wiring-harness are to be
installed. Refer to the vehicle manufacturer's documentation and locate the central.

2. Mount the Cabin module into an available
space in the cab. Make sure that it is installed
so that it will be easy to both access its wiring
and fault trace it.

3. Connect the two block-connector that are
marked C and P/N1 from the cabin-wiring-har-
ness to the corresponding connection points
on the Cabin module, as shown opposite. Con-
nectors P/N1 and C are mandatory.

The connection point N2 on the Cabin module
is used for J1939 communication to and from
the truck, while A, B, D, E, F are prepared for
extra equipment.

4. Mount the CBW controller, using the supplied clamp, preferably to the entry handle, at
an appropriate height.

5. Route the 5-pin M12 connector on the cabin-
wiring-harness to the driver’s side A-pillar, as
shown opposite.

Then connect the M12-connector from the CBW
controller to the corresponding 5-pin M12 con-
nector described in the previous step. Make
sure there’s enough slack in the wire so that the
CBW controller can swivel freely, then tighten
the clamp securely.

6. Connect the cabin-wiring-harness to the
vehicle's wiring system, as follows:

Volvo – connect the block connector labeled BBEC2 from the cabin-wiring-harness
to the vehicle's wiring system connection point labeled BBEC2.

Scania – connect the block connector labeled C494 from the cabin-wiring-harness to
the vehicle's wiring system connection point labeled C494.
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Mercedes, DAF, & MAN – connect the 9 pin connector from the cabin-wiring-har-
ness directly to the body-wiring-harnes's corresponding 9 pin connector. These
vehicles do not use the vehicle's wiring harness.

NOTE: The connectors on the vehicle's wiring harness are pre-wired during man-
ufacture and will need to be removed. In most cases these are empty and reserved for
body building purposes. However, it may be possible that the vehicle is equipped
with options that use some of the wires on the vehicle's connector. If this is the case,
rearrange the wiring as necessary.

Truck Communication
The CBW Controller - FBS allows for two types of communication with the truck – J1939
or hard-wired. These are discussed below.

J1939 Communication
J1939 is only applicable for the following truck manufacturers: Volvo, Scania and Mer-
cedes. This is the preferred method of communication.

Every signal for operating the hook lift and it’s optional functions can be utilized. Func-
tions such as the PTO switch status, the reverse light signal, and unique signals such as
the vehicle weight (air suspension only) can be utilised.

Hard-Wired Communication
Hard-wired inputs can be used on the Cabin module. However, only a limited set of sig-
nals are possible. Usually, these are: IN4 = PTO signal, IN5 = Parking light signal, and
IN7 = Reverse light signal.
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First Start-up

Before starting the vehicle for the first time make sure that the correct com-
pensator is installed on the main-valve-block, as described below. Do not
start the vehicle if the wrong compensator is installed.

Follow the procedure listed below when starting the vehicle for the first time. This pro-
cedure will ensure that the control system is correctly setup, calibrated, and works as
intended.

NOTE: This procedure covers the most important steps for operating the control system.
It does not consider the mechanical installation and correct setup of it. Make sure that
the hook lift is correctly installed before starting the system for the first time.

1. Inspect and make sure that the main-valve-block has the correct compensator
installed, in relation to the type of hydraulic pump installed on the vehicle. If it does
not, do not start the vehicle. Make sure that the correct compensator is installed.

Variable displacement pump – If the vehicle is equipped with a variable displacement
pump, the main-valve-block must be equipped with a variable pump compensator.

Fixed displacement pump – If the vehicle is equipped with a fixed displacement
pump, the main-valve-block must be equipped with a fixed pump compensator.

The main-valve-block has a port on the
right-hand-side of it, as shown in the image. The
plug that is inserted in it is either painted red or
not painted and has the following meaning.

Red painted plug = compensator for a variable
displacement pump is installed on the main-
valve-block.

The plug is not painted red = compensator for a
fixed displacement pump is installed on the main-
valve-block.

2. Verify that the hydraulic pressure of the system is correct, when the vehicle is idling.

Start the vehicle and turn the CBW controller on. Then open the "Diagnostics and
Statistics" page to view the hydraulic pressure. Refer to the operator manual for fur-
ther information about this. Verify that the hydraulic pressure is correct, as stated
below:
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Variable pump installed – If the vehicle is equipped with a variable pump the pres-
sure should be about 27 bar.

Fixed pumpinstalled – If the vehicle is equipped with a fixed pump the pressure
should be 0–2 bar (the by-pass valve is not active at this time).

3. Operate the hook lift and fully retract the
extending section. Verify that the center lock
opens. The center lock open icon should be
displayed in the CBW controller's display, as
shown.

4. Before testing any of the hook lift's lifting func-
tions, the system needs to calibrate the rear-
most position of the hook. To do this, operate
the hook lift in shunting mode so that it is fully
extended to it's most rear position - the tipping
cylinders must be fully extended. Leave the
hook lift in this position for about five seconds,
so that the control system can perform the cal-
ibration. Then operate the hook lift back to it's home position - tipping cylinders fully
retracted.

5. Verify that all regenerative EcoDrive options such as FLS (Fast Lowering System)
function correctly. Operate each of the regenerative functions and verify that they stop
before the hook reaches its end position. The hook should slow down to normal
speed before reaching its end point. Refer to the operator manual for information
regarding the operation of these functions.

6. Verify that the lowering brake for the hook lift works correctly when both shunting and
tipping, as described below. The lowering brake is controlled by a sensor that mon-
itors the angle of the hook. The hook lift must be tested without a load and with a
load.

Operate the hook lift without a load and tip the hook in tipping mode, then lower the
hook back down, fully, while observing it. The hook lift's speed should decrease and
the hook lift should land smoothly without any excessive force.

Operate the hook lift without a load in shunting mode, then lower it back down, fully,
while observing it. The hook lift's speed should decrease and it should land smoothly
without any excessive force.

Repeat the above tipping and shunting operations with a loaded body, preferably as
close as possible to the hook lift's maximum load capacity. Verify that the hook lift
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lands properly. The hook lift's speed should decrease and it should land smoothly
without any excessive force.

NOTE: If the lowering brake does not work properly it can be calibrated, remotely, by
a JOAB technician, via JOAB's cloud solution. Contact JOAB support for further
information, if required.
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Troubleshooting Guide

Provided below is a troubleshooting guide to help trace the most common installation
faults than can occur when installing the CBW Controller - FBS.

Fault Possible Causes Action to be taken

l PTOactivation is con-
firmed in the display, but
no functionswork.

1. Output circuit is open.

2. Hydraulic pump is not
engaging.

3. Hydraulic pressure low or
zero (>10 bar).

4. Control-stick ismal-
functioning.

5. Conditions for specific
function not fulfilled.

6. Intermittent com-
munication error.

1. Check the cabin-wiring-
harnes's relay. And the
output fuses.

2. If equipped, check the
bypass valve on pump
(PTO-signal only active as
needed). Make sure that
the pump's rotation dir-
ection complies with the
PTO rotation.

3. Make sure that the oil
tank's suction outlet is fully
open. Make sure the
pump is installed correctly.

4. Check the control-stick dia-
gnostics in the display
menu (refer to the oper-
ator manual). Check that
radio-controller is
switched off.

5. Check sensor diagnostics
in the displaymenu (refer
to the operator manual).

6. Check themaster module
and the slavemodule's
LED display for a “DIA”
red light. If present, press
the down button to see the
actual error message.

Table 3: Troubleshooting guide
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Fault Possible Causes Action to be taken

l The system or the dis-
play does not start

1. Fuses burnt or missing

2. Wiring on cabinmodule
loose

3. Circuit to display is open

4. System not grounded.

1. Replace or install fuse.

2. Make sure all connectors
on the Cabinmodule are
correctly connected.

3. Measure the voltage to the
display connector (see
drawing).

4. Make sure the cabin-wir-
ing-harness is grounded
to the battery's negative.

l TheCBW controller dis-
plays themessage “No
CAN Communication”,
or doesn’t respond at all.

1. A short exists in the CAN
wiring circuit.

2. CAN wires not con-
nected.

3. CAN wires short to bat-
tery positive or battery
negative.

1. With ignition off, measure
the terminal resistance (60
Ω).

2. Measure resistance CAN-
H to CAN-H between two
modules (≈0 Ω). Measure
resistance CAN-L to
CAN-L between twomod-
ules (≈0 Ω).

3. With ignition off, measure
resistance between CAN
and +/- (->∞Ω).

l The systemworks but
nothing happenswhen
the PTObutton is activ-
ated.

1. Truck PTOsignal miss-
ing.

2. Stop switch signal miss-
ing.

1. Without J1939 –measure
PTO input pin on Cabin
module. With J1939 –
make sure truck is pro-
grammed to send PTOsig-
nal.

2. Make sure the stop switch
is released, so that the cir-
cuit is closed.
Measure the voltage on
IN11 on the cabinmodule
(+24 VDC).

Table 3: Troubleshooting guide (continued)
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Fault Possible Causes Action to be taken

l Hook lift works but not as
expected.

1. Fault with the inductive
sensor.

2. Fault with the angle
sensor.

1. Check the display dia-
gnostics tomake sure sig-
nal enters control system.
Measure/adjust sensor
clearance if out of spe-
cified range.

2. Check display for input sig-
nals. Measure/adjust
sensor clearance if out of
specified range. Front part
down sensor out of range.
Not calibrated (run the
hook to it’s outermost pos-
ition in shuntingmode).

Table 3: Troubleshooting guide (continued)
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Safety Warnings

The hook lift has a number of safety labels attached to it, as shown below. It is important
to read and adhere to these warnings. Failure to do so can lead to serious injury or dam-
age to equipment.

Make sure that the labels are in good condition. If necessary, new safety labels can be
ordered from JOAB.

Safe Working Distance
Make sure that there are no unauthorized persons in close
proximity of the hook lift's working area. The risk zone is 8
meters in all directions of the hook lift and body.

Working on the Hook-Lift
Never work under a hook-lift without the use of the tip-sup-
ports. Make sure that the body is removed from the hook-
lift and that the tip-supports are mounted correctly so that
they support the hook-lift, before carrying out any work.

Park the Hook-Lift before driving the Vehicle
Make sure the hook lift is parked before driving the
vehicle. Failure to do so can lead to serious injury or dam-
age. There is a serious risk that the hook will make con-
tact with the environment if it is not parked.

Risk of Slipping
Be aware when operating the hook-lift that there may be a risk of slip-
ping, that could lead to injury.

Suspended Loads
Do not stand or walk underneath a suspended load. If a suspended
load breaks free it can lead to serious injury or death.

Risk of being Trapped
Be aware that there is a serious risk of becoming trapped when oper-
ating the hook-lift. Always verify that there is no risk of anyone becom-
ing trapped or injured before operating the hook-lift.
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Extended-Tipping-Cylinders
Warning! It is not possible to operate
the tip cylinders to their bottom pos-
ition with a full stroke. The piston-rods
will clash with the back part. 1009124

Before using the emergency operation func-
tion, check and verify if the hook-lift is
equipped with extended-tip-cylinders.

It is the responsibility of the operator to make sure that they are aware
of which safety precautions apply. Failure to do so can lead to serious
injury or damage to the equipment and environment.
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Contact Information

Information Details

Address JOAB Försäljnings AB
Östergärde Industriområde
417 29Göteborg
Sweden

Telephone: +46 31-705 06 00

Tel fax: +46 31-705 06 09

E-mail: info@joab.se

Website: www.joab.se

Service Packets And Warranty
Service packets can be ordered from JOAB using the information provided below.
Always have the information provided on the hook-lift's manufacture plate ready before
making contact.

Department Contact Details

Service workshop +46 31 7050 687

Spare Parts +46 31-7050 686

Technical Support +46 31-7050 688

Warranty +46 31-7050 717

Body Builder Support +46 31 7050 705

Table 4: Service packets

Visit our website: www.joab.se to order spare parts and find your nearest JOAB author-
ized workshop.
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